
Car GPS Jammer/Blocker [J-0035B]

This is a Car GPS Jammer. Prevent car of government, intelligence agency, famous person, principal etc. from
being tracked. This device doesn't affect navigation device which installed on other cars.

Plugs into lighter socket and begins working instantly. The GPS blocker prohibits all GPS-enabled device from
tracking your current location. It has high gain removeable jammer antenna.

Main Features:

Interception Frequency: World GPS satellite special channelL1/L2
Power Source: DC12V
Consumption Current: 150mA
Working Temperature: 90
Output Power: 2mV
Specification of Fuse: 10A
Range of Interception: Radius 2-5 meters in car(with antenna)
Antenna: Full tropism antenna
Output Port: GPS
Jamming Range: 15m(Depending on the strength of the net)
Size: 90 x 25mm / 3.5 x 1in(L x Dia.)
Output Frequency: 1560-1580MHz
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Specifications:

1.Prevent rented-car and landed-car from being tracked
2.Prevent car of government, intelligence agency, famous person, principal etc. from being tracked
3.This device doesn't interference mobile phone and other wiring (electronic device)
4.Prevent car from being tracked
5.Prevent people from being tracked
6.It adopts the technology of interdiction and interposition code, so will intercept the signal of satellite and
break it completely
7.It can be used directly as long as you insert it to the smoke-lighted device on car
8.This device doesn't affect navigation device which installed on other cars
9.Small volume, carried easily, and international use

Technical Point:

High frequency with wide band, small disturbing technology, high effective power
Small size, easy to take, low usage power
It adopts the technology of interdiction and interposition code, so will intercept the singal of satellitc and
break it completely

Package Included:

1pc Car GPS Jammer/Blocker [J-0035B]
1pc Manual

NOTE:If the jammer cannot work or has other abnormity satuation(such as the LED light is offetc), don't maintain
or refit without any permission
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